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Summary: Minimum cryptomare thickncss estimates in selected areas were refined using the relationship depth 
of excavation (a is equal to one third the cralcr depth (d), or d,=.33d (9, and wcre found to be approximately 500 m. 
DHC distributions were uscd to estimate cryptomare areas, and thus calculate minimum volumes. The cryptomare 
were found to be significant, representing 2% of thc total known marc volume and 6% of the presently exposed mare 
area. These volumes were uscd to draw conclusions about the duration and timing of mare volcanism in the area. 

Background: Dark halo impact cratcrs (DHCs) in the highlands provide evidence for the presence of ancient 
mare deposits, or cryptomarc (1,2). Thc distribution of DHCs can be used to delineate the boundaries of the 
cryptomare. Their size and gcomctry can offcr clucs to the 3-D geometry of cryptomaria and the deposits that overly 
them. Small craters that do not penetrate lo the cryptomare will not produce a dark halo; large craters that penetrate 
through the cryptomare to undcrlying highland material will contain highland ejecta, which will obscure the dark halo 
signature. Thus, in any given area, the smallest observed DHC should define the top of the cryptomare, and therefore 
the thickness of the overlying ejecta, while the largcst observed DHC should define a minimum estimate of the 
bottom (Fig. 1). The thickness of thc cryptomare can be estimated from the difference between the depth of the mare 
base and the thickness of thc overlying ejecta (3). Generally, such estimates will tend to be minimum values, since the 
largest DHCs observed may not neccesarily be reaching the cryptomare bottom. For example, an extrapolation fiom 
(5) shows that DHCs on the order of 100 km in diameter would be required to sample the bottom of mare 1 km thick. 

Previous cryptomare estimates have b a n  approximate calculations, where the depth of the crater was obtained 
from diameter measurements (4) and approximated as the dcpth of excavation (3). The actual relationship is more 
complex (Fig. 2). where dcpth of excavation (dJ is one third of the crater depth (d), thus a=.33d (5). Here, we further 
refine our previous estimates for the Schillcr-Schickard, Mare Humorum and Western Oceanus Procellarum areas using 
this relationship. The depth of penetration into the mare layer which is required before a dark halo becomes visible 
(dm) is a value that is still unknown and requires further study. 

Schiller-Schickard Area: In the Schiller-Schickard area, 44 DHCs were found, located approximately 1400 
km SE of Orientale, which is interpreted as the source of the overlying ejecta for this region. The DHCs are distributed 
somewhat evenly, ranging in distance 1000-1900 km from the center of Orientale, and appear to define a basin. Depths 
of excavation were calculated for the DHCs. Minimum dcpths are plotted as a function of distance from Orientale (Fig. 
3). Column heights rcprcsent thc thickness of the overlying Orientale ejecta deposit as determined from the size of the 
smallest DHC in each 100 km distance interval. Thesc rcsults are compared to theoretical ejecta decay models for 
Orientale diameters of 900 and 620 km (6). The data are generally consistent with theoretical predictions for ejecta 
from Orientale and thus support an Oricntale source for the cjecta. However, i t  is unclear whether the data supports a 
900 or 620 km diameter for Oricntale. 

Minimum cryptomare thickncss estimates can be plotted as a function of distance rrom Onentale (Fig. 4). 
Column heights represent the maximum dcpths minus the minimum depths for each 100 km distance interval. If a 
distance interval contains only one DHC, no value is thus entered. Minimum cryptomare thickness can be seen to vary 
from about 300-700 m, with an average of 500 m. This is somewhat lower than typical mare thicknesses (7), 
suggesting that the largcst DHCs obscrvcd may not be reaching the cryptomarc bottom. 

The area of the cryptomare, bascd on thc distribution of DHCs, was calculated to be 2.7 x lo5 km2. Usin this B area and the average minimum marc thickncss, wc cstimate the minimum cryptomare volume to be 1.4 x 10 km3, 
which is approximately half of the volume of Marc Humorum. Thcse values correspond to approximately 4% of the 
total known mare area and 1.4% of thc total known mare volume (8). 

Mare Humorum: In thc region surrounding thc western ponion of Mare Humorum, 52 DHCs were found. 
Here, the DHCs are distributed unevenly, and some appcar to bc aligned concentrically around Mare Humorum. The 
DHCs are located approximatcly 1 I00 km wcst of Oricntale and range in disrilnce 600-1600 km from Orientale. Once 
again, minimum excavation dcpths arc plottcd as a function of distance from Orientale (Fig. 5), with column heights 
representing the Oricntale cjccta thickncss. Thc data are generally consistent with theoretically predicted values for 
Orientale ejecta and tend to support a 620 km diamctcr for Orientale. The ejecla in this area is thinner than in Schiller- 
Schickard, which may be duc to thc prcscncc of an cjccta lobe in the latter arca (9). 

Minimum cryptomarc lhickncss cstimalcs arc again plottcd as a function of distance from Orientale (Fig. 6), with 
column heights reprcscnting maximum minus minimum dcpths for each 100 km distance interval. Minimum 
cryptomare thickness hcrc varies from 200-600 m, with the avcragc of 400 m, again lower than typical mare (7). 
Cryptomare arca, bascd on DHC distribulion, was calculated to bc 1.7 x lo5 km2, giving a minimum volume estimate 
of 6.6 x 104 km3, or onc quartcr thc volumc of Mare Humorum. Thcse values corrcspond to approximately 2% of the 
total known mare area and 0.7% of thc totr~l known mare volumc (8). 

Oceanus Procellarum: Tcn DHCs wcrc locatcd wcst of Occanus Procellarum. These DHCs are located 
approximatcly 800-1 100 km wcst of Oricntrllc and arc arrangcd in two clustcrs and onc solitary crater. These DHCs 
probably correspond to small marc patchcs, sincc thc size distribution of DHCs found hcrc corresponds to that of the 
other arcas, thus a paucily of DHCs cluc to a proposcd thicker cjeck~ dcposit in this rcgion (3) can be ruled out. The 
minimum depth of thcse marc patchcs is cstimalcd lo hc 403-600 m. Investigations arc currently underway to 
constrain the boundaries of thc cryptomarc pnlchcs by considering similar sized, frcsh craters which don't exhibit dark 
halos. Once this is accomplished, arcn and volume csti~nittcs can bc calculatcd. 
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Conclusions: Ongoing analysis confirms earlier studies suggesting that mare volcanism is an areally and 
volumetrically significant process in this arca, prior to the Orientale basin forming event. Cryptomare in this region 
are on the order of 500 m thick, and represent 2% of the total known volcanic mare volume and 6% of the presently 
exposed mare area. The cryptoman: thickncsses are low comparcd to typical mare and may indicate that post-Orientale 
craters have not been large cnough to penetrate to the mare bottom. The fact that these cryptomare represent 
significantly smaller percentages of known mare volume, as compared to area, supports the interpretation that mare 
thickness estimates are low. Conversely, these values may mean that early mare deposits are characterised by thin, 
broad deposit morphologies. This question can be addressed by a search for large, relatively young, non-DHCs in the 
cryptomare regions, a direction we intcnd to pursue. 

Our data suggest that the three study areas exhibit different geometries of mare emplacement (8). The Schiller- 
Schickard area appcars to be an example of basin-fill cryptomare. The area west of Mare Humorum may be a basin- 
concentric cryptomare. The area west of Oceanus Procellarum is probably an example of isolated crater fill volcanism. 

This study also suggesls some implicalions for the duration and timing of mare volcanism (9). In the Schiller- 
Schickard area, volcanism was primarily confined to before the Orientale event, with a significant volcanic volume 
represented by the cryptomare, and only small post-Orientale mare patches present. In the Humorum area, volcanism 
began before the Orientale event, but was more significant after. This is evidenced by the relatively low volume of pre- 
Orientale cryptomare volcanism as comparcd to the post-Orientale Mare Humorum. This type of analysis provides 
important data on the onset and location of the earliest mare volcanism and is significant for petrologic models. We are 
presently working on funhcr refining the cryptomare depth estimates and boundary delineations, and plan to extend this 
analysis to other regions, to develop a global census of cryptomaria deposits. 
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Fi 1. Sccmatic diagram illushatin how the smallest DHCs 
dekne the top of the cry tomarc an% thus the thickness of the 
overlying ejecta, while t[e largeit DHCs define the bottom. 
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Fi 3 Refined estimate of ejecta thickness overl in the 
Sctilk-~chickard cryptomaria. from minimum 6 ~ 6 s .  
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Fig 5. Refined estimate of ejcct:~ th~ckness o\,erl!inm ~ h c  
cryptomwe W of Marc I4urnon1m, from mlnlmum D?~c\  

Fi 2 Block dia-mm showing the relationship between crater depth (d) 
an%dkpth of excavatlon (dc). 
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Fii.4.  Refined estimate of a g t o m a r e  thickness in the 
Sc ~ller Sch~ckard area, from HC excavatlon geomeny. 
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Fig. 6. Refined estimate of cryptomnrc thickness W of 
h4nre Humorurn, from DHC excavntlon geometry. 
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